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t W j SHARPE MODEL A~2 VERTICAL INTENSITY

TXPE MAGNETOMETER

The Magnetoneter Survey

; The main purpose of magnetic surveys is to present 

: a generalised picture of the bed rock geology, and it is 

l only seldom that anonialion as such ore directly assooiat-
: i

! ed with ore. nevertheless by means of a magnetic inten 

sity map for an area, kno\m or unknovm, geological con  

ditions and formations bearing a relationship to possible

; oro locations may be traced.

The "Sharpe" Knsnetometer, Model A-2

' l This instrument is a precision magnetic field balance
; - ' i
; j measuring the vertical component of the earth's magnetic

, : field,, It has a sensitivity to 10 gammas (l gamma a 0.00001 
v.--

) per neale clivinion and an intensity range of O to 

151000 fianmaf;. This r tinge may be inoreaned by tho use of 

greater otr.en^th auxiliary joagnots.

-^ *]?}ie infitrup.erts ae a unit way be conveniently operated 

by one person alone if cUiBired, as there is no ooparate

compass to be reraovod before oacli reading*
' ' 

Instruraent De t a 11 a

The prlnclx^lc of thlc instrument is that the corapane 

and llagnetoiacter needle have been relatively located by 

careful calculation and trial, RO that vjhon either is locked 

it is ineffective throughout the range of the other. Thus 

the compass and instrument head nay remain fixed to the tri*- 

pod, and the cumbersosio operation of having to pass the 

instrument head and compass back and forth for each set up
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iG eliminated,

T)io telescopic optical system with a micrometer 

focusing adjustment has been simplified, and the readable 

scale is readily observed in poor light. The reflector 

assembly fits close to the telescope when closed, minimiz 

ing the possibility of damage while carrying through thick 

brush.

Immediately on top of the instrument housing, are three 

totally enclosed levelling bubbles, one a circular bulls-eye 

bubble for preliminary set-up, and two sensitive tubular 

levels at right angles to each other. By adjusting the foot 

screws onoo the instrument has been set up, these levels will 

permit an accurate orientation. A thermometer reading degrees 

centigrade is specially mounted to permit the reading of In 

terval temperatures. The side plates of the housing may bo 

simply removed vihen required, to allow internal adjustments 

without removal of the telescope,

All tolerances have been maintained to 2/10,000 of an 

inch, and thick brass, aluminum and magnesium castings, plate 

and tubing havo been used throughout.

The needle in the Magnetometer is the conventional Schmidt 

type, and consists of tvio cobalt steel magnet plates screwed 

to a central light weight cube having the same temperature 

coefficient as the magnet plates. Laterally this cube bears a 

latitude screi? on an invar spindle toward the south end of the !
i

needle system, and a temperature compensation screw on an 

aluminum spindle to the north end, A sensitivity screw weight 

ir; or. the under aide and a surface mirror on the upper side.

r
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A triangular otiartz knife edge runs transversely through the 

central part of the cube. On the under side of the cube are 

three slotted etude concentric uith pins In the elevating 

table to alloij uniform release of the needle on Its bearings,

All parts have been carefully pinned down to prevent 

shift and change of reading due to shock or other causes. In 

its locked position the needle system is held against blade 

springs, and during the reading the needle Is quickly damped 

by means of copper dampers which set up counter motion damping 

fields. 

Operation of the Instrument '

The large 'Lock nut encircling the tripod base plate is 

opened until the three main look holes are open concentrically 

with' the under plate holes. Note that by turning the magnet 

adaptor sleeve, the small locating pin on the base plate may 

have its position altered.

The instrument head Is placed on the tripod so that the 

3 small brass logs fit tho lock holes. The magnet adaptor 

sleeve Is turned-until the small locating pin on the base 

plate fits its appropriate hole In the base of the instrument 

head. In. this position tho auxiliary magnet holder will be 

directly under tho compass and parallel to it. The look nut 

is not? turned to the right and the brass head legs are gripped 

tightly, binding the head to the base platb.

The instrument Is now set up for the vhole survey and 

except for transportation, the instrument head need not be 

removed from the tripod.

The procedure at each station lo as follows: It Is assum-
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ed the instrument ie facing the observer.

1. Plant tlie tripod firmly and adjust one leg until the 

bull's eye bubble on the head Is concentric tilth ito target 

centre.

2. Turn the auxiliary magnet holder until it is in its 

neutral pon.lt5.on, i.e. the magnet itself is in G horizontal 

position with the N narked end forward.

3. Accurately level the instrument head by means of the 3 

foot screxjs until the two long bubble are centred. 

^. Unlock the corapaas by turning the compass locking screw 

to the left, and when the compass needle is free to swing, 

turn thn whole instrument head until the compass needle lies 

along the lino narked "O". The magnetometer needle system is 

now aligned TC-W. In the process of this alignment care must 

be taken to .keep the instrument head against one of the 180 

degree stops. To allow this, both tho Magnetometer and its 

lock nut mist be moved in unison.

5. Secure the Magnetometer firmly in thie position by lock 

ing the orientation locking screw by turning it clockwise.

6. Lock tho compass needle by turning to the right, 

?. Release the Magnetometer noodle by pushing in tho safety 

catch and slowly tuvnlns the locking drum to tho left. This 

lowers the bridge device that supports the needle, finally 

placing the needle on the cylindrical quartz bearings and 

leaving it free to swing. Hence, turn this drum slowly and 

keep looking at the scale in tho eye piece to see that the 

release is gentle. Road and record the position of the middle 

croon line to the nearest 1/10 of a scale division. If the
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cross l inc.o go off to the high end of tho ooalo, the coiapen-
i

1 l

sating Magnet with N end up is required. Lock the needle and j 

turn the magnet no the N end is up. Re-read the scale, and if 

the cross lines are still off scale, re lock tho needle and 

unlock the compensating magnet holder, and slide the magnet up 

to such a position where the needle no longer gives an off 

scale reading.

i,T OTE: The auxiliary magnet should never be moved or changed 

while the needle system is free or unlocked. The needle sys 

tem should only be free while a reading is being taken. 

6. After a reading haa been taken and the needle locked by 

turning the drum, the whole instrument head should be turned 

to the left through 180 degrees until it is again against its 

180 ,deg. stops. A second check reading should now be taken 

In this W-E direction and the needle re-locked. The reading 

time for a station le of the order of 1^ minutes with practice 

Corrections ' ' ^

The magnetic readings at any station must be corrected 

for changes with time during the day and from day-to-day. 

This serves to reduce all stations to the values'they would 

have had. if measured simultaneously. 

Plotting l '

The corrected readings are plotted on a scale map of the
- - - - .i. '.t?-'j,"' "" '~'" 

area surveyed. Lines of observation, picket line|/ Rations,

clain posts and claim outlines should beeho\7n.' V^'A*: ':^ ' '- ,/ 

Show corrected reading at each station. T'-7 ' -''ffi.*'--' - ''-^
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3. PERFORMANCE AND SPECIFICATIONS Pag* 3,

For a horizontal loop system the useful depth is approximately 2*0 
timso the coil -separation. The equipment will thus detect good conductors to 
a depth of approximately 400 ft. De and conductivit are s.omevhat

conductor, the better must be, its C9nduct^vj.ty 
' lne size" and shape of thV^onductor has a 

considerabeeect on t he magrdtucte of t h*. anomaly obtained.

The performance data is as follows:

The compensator bridge circuit is set up and the knobs arc 
positioned so that at zero the out-of -phase reading is within 
15^ of the true zero and the in-phase reading is within ̂  1# 
of the mid position of the potentiometer.

B^lanQAccurac; The balance is determined by the components to provide that 
the out-of-phase reading is always 50# X 1^ of the in-phase 
reading; i.e. if both dials are set to the same percent reading 
the voltage picked off the out-of -phase potentiometer will be 
the same (^ 1&) as the voltage picked off the in-phase pot*

The linearity is ^ 3!? of the scale reading, i.e. at 
the voltage picked off may be ^ 1.5#.

scale reading

The overall accuracy of the equipment is thus X 
For example, the accuracy at 5# is approximately 2

of the scale reading 
accuracy at 10056

The specifications of the equipment are as follows:

Transmitter 
Receiver

9 type 950 
l " 781

1.5V cells 
4.5V cells

)\ EverReady Batteries

, If the battery operating switch is used only while the'reading is 
being ESdo the batteries in the equipment will have a life almost equal to their 

life.

Standard flash-light cells may be used. For cold weather work, if 
difficulty is experienced in the transmitter, a Mallory type RM-42R Mercury 
09X31 uay bo used interchangeably.

KOTlt Mercury colls have the case as positive. Be sure therefore to 
put thorn in in the opposite direction to ordinary flash-light 
cells. .
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The following specifications are provided to assist in fault location. 
Individual sets will be found to vary from those figures:

Transmitters

Norn,
Norn.

Nora.

Norn.
Now.

12,0 V. 
10,2 V, ) 

115 V. RMS
876.0 ^ 5 cycles

8 Ohffj
0,65 Henry
8 watt

8 x 10* il
^ 15 cycles at 3 elb

60 Ohms
0,65 Henry

-3,0 Volts
1.3 M

/l, 5 Volts
1.2 MA

_______Battery Current 0.650 amp. 
Battery Voltage

(under load, approximately 
Voltage across tank (Cll) 
Frequency
Resistance of Tx C il (1-5) 
Inductance of Tx Coil (l- 5)(at 8760/s) Norn. 
Output

BgseJLverj. Receiver gain
Receiver bandwidth 
Receiving Coil Resistance 
Receiving Coil Inductance (at 8760/3) 

* Collector Supply
Collector Current (Total) 
Emitter Supply 
Emitter Current (Total)

Cjcfflj^nsator.i. If the receiving coil is moved toward the Transmitting coil the 
l in-phase control must be moved at least 1.5;5 for every foot that 

the receiving coil moves toward the transmitting coil. This 
applies only to about 20 feet or so from the normal receiving 
coil position,

D.C. Test Voltages; (Using AVO Meter Motel B 2 .5 volt scale. 20,000 ohm/volt)

1.

'2.

3.

1 to ground
2 to ground 
3 to ground

1 to ground
3 to ground

1 to ground
3 to ground

1 to ground
2 to ground 
3 to ground

- 3-0
j. o .J*5 
l . 1.3

- 1.0
i 0 .1

,- 0.9
40,05

- 2,25-
i 0 .4 
Z 0.6

V
V 
V

V
V

V
V

V
V 
V



SHARPE PRECISION MAGNETOMETER (Model A-2, Vertical Force)

Purpose
This instrument is suitable for oil problems in 
mineral exploration, such as mapping contacts, 
faults etc., for the location of magnetite and 
pyrrhotite, as well as oil exploration.

Special Characteristics

This is a Superior type magnetometer, which 
through unique designing has the orienting 
compass fixed to the instrument at all times. 

1 This eliminates the need for an assistant, 
making this Model A-2 a truly one-man instru 
ment, with resultant saving in survey time and 
labour costs.

Degree of Accuracy
The scale constant of the instrument is set at

about 20 gammas per division for the majority 

of mining surveys, giving a resultant accuracy 

of better than 5 gammas on an individual 

reading (l gamma approximately equals 

1/50,000 parts of the earth's magnetic field). 

The scale constant may also be set as low as 

10 gammas per division, making this machine 

suitable to the most stringent requirements for 

petroleum exploration.

Method of Use

This is a truly one-man instrument. Through its 

unique design the orienting compass is fixed 

to the instrument at all times. Delivers a real 

saving in survey time and labour costs.
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DATE OF ISSUC

THE. TOWNSHIP 
OF

STRATHY
DISTRICT OF 

NIPISSING

LARDER LAKE 
MINING DIVISION

SCALE:HNCH-4O CHA.INS

LEGEND

PATENTED LAND
CROWN LAND SALE
LEASES
LOCATED LAND

LICENSE OF OCCUPATION

MINING RIGHTS ONLY

SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY
ROADS
IMPROVED ROADS
KING'S HIGHWAYS

RAILWAYS

POWER LINES
MARSH OR MUSKEG
MINES

CANCELLED

LQC.
L.O. 

M.R.O. 

S.R.Q

b.

NOTES
400* Surface Rights ReBervofion 

around all Lakes B Rivers.

Area reserved to Dept. o^ H ighways shown trias 
First Mile Line survey d by F. L. Moore 1926. ̂

Aren rniniiL, claims T 53460) T53^i6I.T53463 
S T 5346^ reserved i or Sand a Grovel F'le No
98631 ( PTOFT53"5B 8 T534b9 *\ ^534;.) F ( '..C NO 

83958)

reserved forArea shown ihus
Timagamt Townfde By OC2022/G6 l. Sif;

File No 7996

Land nov; comes unaer sert^n 36 (o) of the

fi'iinmg Art

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF PITS AND QUARRIES 

IN AREA SHOWN THUSi^^v"lS PROHIBITED.

BY ORDER OF THE M INIS1 ER OF MUNICIPAL AFFAIRS

Mining Rights to an area shown thus ^ '" -^-'.covering mining 
claims T.55I35-6.T55480-I-2-3-4-5-6-7-8 and HF.3,ore 
Withdrawn from Staking under Sec.42 of The Wining Act.

Files: 148517 etc.

PLAN NO.- M. 596
DEPARTMENT OF MINES 
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